Stitch of the Week
Pattern #235

Textured Rug Stitch Pattern

To follow along with this stitch pattern go to Creative Grandma youtube channel.

Note: When working any stitch pattern use recommended hook size from the yarn label you are using for best results.

Stitches: Chain (ch). Slip st (sl st).
Puff Stitch (puff st): work 2 treble stitches leaving last loop of each stitch on hook, in stitch indicated, yo, pull through all 3 loops on hook.

Stitch pattern is a multiple of 2.

To make a sample swatch, ch 22.

Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook, sc in each ch across, ch 1, turn. (21 sc made)

Row 2: Sc in beg sc, [puff st in next sc, sc in next sc] across, ch 1, turn. (11 sc and 10 puff sts made)

Row 3: Sc in each sc and each puff st across, ch 1, turn. (21 sc made).

Repeat Rows 2 & 3 for pattern.